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The Girlfriend Multiplier

Marco is in a healthy relationship with his girlfriend Sarah…
well… it‘s going well… okay… there could be more passion…
more… more sex… but aside from that it‘s great! When
Marco‘s request to join him in bed once again gets turned
down by his girlfriend he wishes upon a shooting star… and
everything kinda goes bonkers as one after another the

people around Marco turn into his girlfriend!

Featuring

Marco… A Guy who wishes upon a star
Sarah… Marco‘s girlfriend (played by Nicole)
Teagan… Sarah‘s best friend (played by Lucy)
Megan… Sarah‘s sister (played by Stephany)



It’s Friday evening. Sarah is already home and 
making some coffee in preparation for a long 

night working on her thesis for university.

Marco is just coming home after a 
long day at work – looking forward 

to a well-deserved weekend.

Welcome 
home.

Marco takes her into his arms from 
behind and starts kissing Sarah..

kiss

carass

I’m gonna
make you 
feel real

good.

How about 
we take 

this to the 
bedroom?

Hey babe. 
Looking 

hot.



Man!
I can‘t even

remember when we
did it the last time… 

but I know I made
her cum real hard!

Phew.
I‘m just too stressed
out. We just fucked
three days ago and I 

could not focus at all 
cause of all the stress! I 
had to fake an orgasm!

Headache… 
too much 

stress. Sorry.

I’m sorry, 
hon. But I’m 

not feeling so 
well.



Wait no!
I wish for all 
my wishes to 
come true!

I wish my 
girlfriend would 

get incredibly 
horny and needs to 

fuck whenever I 
call her hot.

A shooting 
star?



The next day Marco and his girlfriend sit
in a park waiting for Teagan, Sarah‘s best

friend. They get into an argument and 
Sarah stares at him…



You know, you are 
pretty hot when 
you stare at me 
that intensely…

Oh…

Do, I?...

Lip - bite

stare

What…
I‘m … getting

horny?



Sarah breaks her stare and leans in for a kiss. 
Marco - obviously happy to get out of this strange 
argument – takes the opportunity and is surprised 
by the amount of passion his girlfriend displays in 

said kiss.

kiss

lick

slurp



Wow.
Where did 
that come 

from?

Thanks for 
coming with 

us today.

I… don’t 
know. I just 
felt like it.

Sarah trying to rationalize 
her own feelings.

Uff…
I‘m… getting
all wet down 

there…

suck

rub

Well, I’m not 
complaining. 

*chuckle*



Oh God!
I‘ve never been 
so aroused in 
my entire life!

What‘s
wrong with 

me?

suckle

rub

rub
rub

suck

Hm…
Still can’t see 

Teagan. Shouldn’t 
she be here by 

now?



Soon the now super aroused Sarah drags
Marco to a hidden playground inside the

park…





And during their heated love 
making session Marco realizes his 

wishes are coming true... One 
thing leads to another and by 

accident he wishes for anybody 
seeing them fuck to turn into his 

girlfriend!



Obviously, 
Teagan finds 

them!





After the occurances Marco and his two
Sarah‘s head back home for a twin-

threesome…





But obviously, they 
get disturbed by 

Sarah’s sister Megan.



But it’s not that bad! ☺



End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here, 

This story focuses on girls transforming into 
Sarah (Nicole) and then Marco having fun with 
an increasing number of them^^. I think it’s a 
fun idea and I hope you’ll enjoy the story which 
is planned as a trilogy.

This part is ~70 pages long and entails 10 
pinups. It’s for adults only and available on my 
Patreon for Connoisseur Tier or in my 
Gumroad-Shop. 
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